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For Lord Yeates,

Ti Miss Maam, & the many, many others.

Also for Kudakwashe.
Though they go mad they shall be sane,
Though they sink through the sea they shall rise again . . .

DYLAN THOMAS, And Death Shall Have No Dominion

The time is out of joint. O cursed spite
That ever I was born to set it right!
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the throw in circumstance

the weight in want

in sustenance

for underwriters

the loss

the order in destroy

the that fact
the it was
the were

negroes

the after rains
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the some of negroes
over
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the rest in lives
drowned
exist did not
in themselves
preservation
obliged
frenzy
thirst for forty others
etc
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should be
this
should
not
be
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question therefore
the age
eighteen weeks
and calm
but it is said . . .
— from the maps
and
contradicted
by the evidence . . .
question
therefore
the age
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first:
the when

the which

the who

the were

the throwing

overboard

the be

come apprehended

exist did not
the good of overboard
justified a throwing
  of property
  fellow
creatures
  become
our portion
  of
mortality
provision
  a bad market
negroes
  want
for dying
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slaves
to the order in
destroyed
the circumstance in
fact
the property in
subject
the subject in
creature
the loss in
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to the fellow in
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the sustenance
in want
the arrived
in vessel
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in provisions
the suffered in
die
the me in
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rendered
could
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bring to
occurred
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negroes of no belonging

on board

no rest:
came the rains
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came the perils
came the owners
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the this
the that
the frenzy

came the insurance of water
water of good only

came water sufficient
that was truth
& seas of mortality

question the now

the this
the that
the frenzy

not unwisely